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On Monday, after school on the 12th November this year
the Edmonton County School 1939-45 War Memorial
was re-dedicated at a well attended and moving
ceremony!
The plaque, as we remember it, had been
incomprehensibly and uncaringly removed, and following
this, lost by an earlier and short lived School
Administration. The plaque, as we have it back, has now
been superbly refurbished and is proudly reinstated in its
original position in the school hall with the fullest
sanction of our present Head Teacher, Dr. Susan Tranter,
seen on the left with Frank and John Hulley, former Head
Teacher of 20 years and an old scholar.
Some sixty Old Scholars, together with a number of relatives of Old Scholars commemorated
on the Roll of Honour, Dr. Tranter, John Hulley, and selected current pupils and a present Governor of the school, dutifully, and
with respect, celebrated the reinstatement with a welcoming introduction, appropriate readings, the Calling of the Roll and
befitting prayer.
Congratulations must, I feel, be forwarded to our Chairman, Frank, for ensuring that an appropriate gravitation was obtained by
his arrangement to have three officers of The Royal British Legion to firstly ‘march in’ the Legion’s standard, to secondly intone
the solemn address and to lastly sound the sobering ‘Last Post’ by bugle horn. It was a most suitable re-dedication indeed.
Following these solemnities the gathering relaxed and, with Dr. Tranter’s encouragement, retired for a buffet prepared and
served to us by present students. These refreshments were much enjoyed, whilst the ensuing relaxation enabled some discussion
about the ‘old school hall’ with its painted alterations. We also had a chance to look through the ephemera from our archives
provided by Beryl Cushion.
But it now seems however that, thanks to Dr. Tranter, our old school's history, and perhaps its ethos with our older values are
being respected once more. All is not lost!
Reported by Derrick Stone (1948(1948-53)

PrePre-war reminiscences from Douglas Waugh

(1930(1930-34)

One holiday organised by the school was to Bernese Oberland, which must have been Easter time
because while we were there it changed from snow to wild flowers, and with guides and ropes we
crossed a glacier. We went by train to Basle and we had to write down our experiences. In my
description of Basle Cathedral I put that there was a sense of incest and two acolites flitted past. I
remembered how embarrassed Gus Locke was when he pointed out my error. I have studied the list of
the fallen. Unfortunately I did not go to E.C.S. until I was 13, so most of them had left before I arrived.
I knew Arthur Beadman—his elder brother was the only scholar I knew who went on to University. I
played cricket with his younger brother, Edgar, and Eric Christie who was also in the same team. Roy
Graham (another cricketer) was a good friend. I used to visit him at his home by the main entrance to
Enfield Park. Ronald Greygoose lived in Ponders End. He was a very good swimmer. Peter Parker
used to live quite close to Raglan School. I had heard that he had been killed in action, so it’s probably
the one in the Airborne Regiment. Ernest Radcliffe was the elder brother of John Radcliffe.
I had two roles in Shakespeare productions, first as Bassanio in the Merchant of Venice and then as Malviolo in Twelfth Night.
As to the Thespians, I have kept in touch with Beryl Latham, Erick Rudland, Dora Service and Cecil Young. We had leading
parts in the O.S. production of Indoor Fireworks at Edmonton Town Hall. My particular buddies were Alan Wright, Alec
Rudland and Cecil Young, who emigrated to Canada.

JEAN MARTIN (Nee Cawley)

Obituaries

(1937(1937-40) Died 10.9.2012.

TONY FLOOK (1950(1950-55) Died 30.5.2012
Tony was born in February 1939 and had fairly typical early
years, being evacuated to South Wales. After attending
Junior School (Oakthorpe) Tony was on the short list for a
charity place at the Bluecoat School, but alas that didn’t
happen. Tony passed the eleven plus and went to E.C.S. He
wasn’t an intellectual giant, but he loved the use of the
English language. That stood him in good stead throughout
his life and became a significant factor in his love of the
theatre—and writing about it.
Starting in 1983 Tony wrote theatre reviews for many
newspapers and magazines, and was at one time on the
Barclays’ Award Panel. Over the years Tony submitted over
1077 reviews, quite some output for what was just a hobby.
Tony leaves a wife and daughter and a whole lot of happy
memories.

Alan Flook (1951-56)

Dr. ALLAN PETER LEFTWICK (1950(1950-57)
It is with much sadness that I announce the death of my good
friend Allan Leftwick. Allan passed away on July 3rd 2012
at the age of 73. Allan and I developed a very strong
friendship shortly after we left school, when we both joined
the Wood Green Jazz Club.
On leaving school Allan attended London University, where
he received a B.Sc., Ph.D in Chemistry. In late 1967 Allan
and his former wife, Jean, moved to Israel, where he did postdoctorial work at the Weismann Institute, and his eldest son,
Peter, was born. His second son, Andrew, was born in
England. Upon return to the U.K. Allan went to work for
May & Baker in the pharmaceutical industry. It was during
this period that Allan and Jean parted ways, and in 1981 he
left May & Baker and went to work for London International,
which took him to many countries, including two years in the
U.S. While in the States he came to visit my wife and me in
Connecticut, where we chatted about times gone by. In 1991
Allan moved to Nottingham to the business office of
Nottingham University, working mainly with the Medical
School on patent work.
Shortly after moving to Nottingham Allan met the love of his
life, Christine. They met while taking evening classes. Allan
retired in 1998 to enjoy his cricket and his love of visiting Art
Museums.

Howard Solley (1949-56)

JOHN BERRY (Died 3.8.2012)
John was born in 1944 and grew up in Edmonton where he
went to E.C.S. before studying for a degree in Food
Technology. His first business was a fish and chip shop in
the East End!
John brought speedway back to Ipswich in 1969 by building a
new track at Foxhall Stadium. Ipswich joined the top division
in 1972, taking the place of West Ham Hammers.
The
Witches were one of the most successful teams of the 1970s
and early 1980s, winning the British League in 1975, ‘76 and
‘84 and finishing up as runners-up in 1981 and ‘83.
Berry went on to manage the England Team, taking over
from Reg Pearman in 1975 and continuing until 1977 and
returning to the role from 1978 to 1979.
He wrote two books about British Speedway—Confessions of
a Speedway Promoter and More Confessions. He was also a
columnist for the Speedway magazine ‘Backtrack’.

Jean started at E.C.S. in 1937 and must have
been one of the most glamorous girls in the
school. By the beginning of Form 3 the war had begun and
she was evacuated to Braintree to live with a family with
whom she kept in contact for many years.
Back at the County she was a record holder of a number of
field events and an able scholar. In 1944, as a member of the
Old Scholars’ Dramatic Society, she appeared in ‘Rookery
Nook’, a farce produced by that wonderful red haired English
mistress, and occasional inebriate, Mavis Emery.
At work Jean moved on to become the Manager of the Royal
Ascot Hotel, Windsor, and there met many celebrities and
learnt to play golf and bridge, which she enjoyed for the rest
of her life, becoming the Lady Captain of Crews Hill Golf
Club.
Jean married a delightful Advertising Executive, Harvey
Martin, and we all enjoyed his infectious fun. He always
dressed up as Father Christmas when visiting around 25th
December with his car number plate FC.4.U. Sadly Harvey
died of cancer just a year after he retired.
Last September Prof. Eric James and his wife visited the U.K.
and stayed with Ann and Ralph Christmas, where, on a sunny
Saturday morning, about 15 Old Scholars took coffee with
Eric, including Jean.
Jean was always fun and generous to her friends and family
and many came to her funeral. We shall miss her.

Ralph Christmas (1938-43)
KATHLEEN KING (1931(1931-36)
My cousin Kathleen (known always as Kay) was
born in Edmonton in 1920 and was the first of
three generations of my family to go to ‘the
County School’. She loved and excelled at
athletics, and a comment in her School Report was “Works
well, but with one eye always on the Sports field!” She also
loved acting and appeared in several school productions.
On leaving school she became a telephone operator at
Faraday House in London, working there throughout the
blitz, but she said the darkness of the blackout scared her
more than the danger! Beneath Faraday House were some of
the War Cabinet Rooms, and she often saw Winston
Churchill coming and going. She was on duty when the
Germans invaded Jersey and was the last person to speak to
the island before all communication was cut off. Three years
ago she appeared on BBC South Today to recount this
memory.
In 1940, at a dance at Covent Garden Theatre, she met
Freddie Charvat, a handsome Czech airman serving with the
RAF, and later they married. After their daughter Marilyn
was born in 1944 they emigrated to Southern Rhodesia (now
Zimbabwe) and lived near Salisbury (Harare) for many years,
coming back to U.K. occasionally to spend holidays with my
family. Sadly Freddie died at the early age of 62 and Kay
never remarried. She was a bookkeeper/receptionist for a
large Medical practice in Harare and retired at 76. By then
(1996) conditions under President Mugabe were becoming
very difficult and I persuaded her to come back to England
(her daughter in the meantime having emigrated to USA) and
she lived close to me at Corfe Castle until her death. Kay
was a very outgoing and lively person with a quite unique
character, and is much missed.

Jan Blight (Nee Janet Simkins) (1947-52)
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Form 1A 19471947-52 Annual reunion

LINING UP THE NEW BOYS

Account by Graham South

By John Norrington Davies (1938-43)

Class 1A 1947/48
Our four day weekend began by coming together at the
Monkbar Hotel, close to the heart of York City, where we had
our evening meal in the Cloisters Restaurant, a convivial
start. Looking along the table I could see Roy & Judith Head,
Les and Betty Dean, Colin & Ann Walker plus Brian and Eve
Armitage. Brian was responsible for booking us into a
Diversorium, which was hosting a ‘Jack the Ripper’ club
weekend. With the ‘Ripper’ fans and York’s resident wraiths
close by we were sure to sleep well. Well done that man!
We first visited York Minster where we joined a guided tour
given by a lady guide whose encyclopaedic knowledge one
had to praise. Colin, alone amongst us, climbed the 275 steps
up the central tower. Not for the faint hearted, it described
claustrophobic stone stairs. For contrast we also visited the
tiny Holy Trinity Church, of which the first records are dated
1082, and it still has the rare box pews.
We went to the Jorvik Viking Centre at Micklegate, where we
sat in suspended open ‘cars’ and were whizzed through
panoramic early scenes. Now back to ghosts. Eve, a lady not
known for imagining things, and I were walking past a rather
dim alleyway when a woman with a black hood walked
towards us. We stopped for a moment then moved on, BUT
the hooded figure never came out of this alley. Spooky? You
bet it was. Old Scholars do not fantasise.
Nor was there fantasy at the vast National Railway Museum,
described as the world’s greatest, and why not? We gave
steam to the world, and here in all their glory were wonders
of steam (& diesel, etc.), including Mallard, the fastest ever.
We did other things. Some returned to the Minster, at times
we just ambled through York’s tiny streets. We lost each
other, we found each other, no-one cared, this was our time,
we were amongst time-served school chums.
Just before our arrival in York Brian had words with the
weather Titans and arranged for parts of York to be seriously
flooded. We stood on the City’s main bridge, above the
dangerous waters, and not many yards away a riverside pub
had flood water just below the downstairs ceiling.
One of our regulars, Bryn, was not able to join us until
Saturday. He had Helen with him, a lady new to us, who paid
us the compliment of learning all our names before meeting.
I was impressed.

Passing the scholarship at the age of 11+
had massaged the ego, as well as creating
a sense of profound relief. A first tangible
benefit was the gift from parents of a
bicycle, not a Raleigh complete with Sturmey-Archer gears,
or yet a Hercules, but a black mongrelised version purchased
for 5 shillings (25p). It remained a close companion for the
next seven years, giving an opportunity to travel, learn
rudimentary maintenance, and live with black grease packed
beneath the fingernails. Edmonton County School was
selected from the three Grammar schools available to me. In
its favour the County School was well-designed and had its
nearest boundary within yards of home. Decisive was the
earlier enrolment of my eldest sister Peggy at the Latymer
School, and under no circumstances did I wish to be
anywhere near her during the day!! A visit to Fred Wade,
Schools’ Outfitter, Fore Street, Edmonton, to spend the
uniform grant induced a serotonin rush. Euphoria still ruled
on enrolment day whilst walking, all pristine and prissy, from
26 Lathkill Close down Dimsdale Drive towards the new
school—surely all the curtains must have been twitching?
Surprising really what the endocrine glands will do for mood
change when confronted with unfamiliar faces in the boys’
playground and the immediate uncertain future. Called to
order from the steps, the roll-call commenced, pupils being
directed to form files, starting with those allocated to Form
1A.
Once DAWKINS, Douglas had joined the file
apprehension set in—was alphabet putting Dawkins before
Davies? Not a bit of it, names continued to be called steadily,
but no longer carried interest. For the time being 1B would
have to do, but alas, unlike lightning, emotional thunderbolts
strike more than once and DAVIES, John Norrington failed
to come up until round three. Today the student thus served
would return home traumatised, but not of course in any
medical sense. In those days one just became exceedingly
cross. Who was it who failed to assess merit with any degree
of accuracy? Did my being in the top set of four in the
scholarship class at Silver Street Junior School for two years
mean nothing? Calculating the number of seconds taken for
two trains travelling towards each other on the same line at
differential speed, closing from 440 yards, before they
became the subject of a public enquiry was a mere trifle!
Calculation and mensuration in all units currently in vogue
was practised with deftness and calm assurance. Who was the
mentally inert examiner who failed to recognise the
inspiration underlying the definition of ‘agrarian’ as ‘grain
eater’ in the literature comprehension test?
Filing off to the allotted classroom one felt aggressively
indifferent to the institution and wondered whether it would
not have been a better option to have put down for the
Latymer after all, an idea dismissed on reflection that, as the
larger school, their first year went down to 1F.

Our last evening meal together was on Saturday. Cloisters
again, a very blithe occasion. We added an extra day of our
weekend together this year, yet it still passed in a trice.

Initiation week was tolerable, the first dash secured me a seat
in the back row. There was novelty in having specialist
teachers for each subject, also a sense of new beginnings over
the first cycle of the timetable. A bonus was the truncation of
lessons by the formal introduction to study, the issue of
exercise books and texts.
To be continued

Can this enthusiasm encourage others to have their own
unique gathering before senescence sets in, before silver hairs
shine amongst the gold?

Taken from John’s book ‘Cheerful with Insufficient Reason’
Enquiries donnorri@btinternet .com
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Musings from RON ROULLIER

OUR NEXT REUNION?

continued

Somewhere around my 3rd form school year (around the age
of fourteen) I began to develop all sorts of interests, which I
now understand are normal, but for me at the time were a
complete revelation. Nothing earth-shattering mind you, but
nevertheless the worlds of science, music, language,
literature, sports, gym and physical activities, as well as more
down-to-earth subjects like woodwork and metalwork, were
opening up new possibilities on a daily basis.
I wasn’t much good at gym, having never done it before, but
there were kids in my class who had. Many of them lived in
Bush Hill Park and were members of the Boys’ Brigade, a
para-military sort of cadet organisation, with a lot of
emphasis on physical fitness. When it came to vaulting
horses, beams and so on they just whizzed over them, and I
was scared stiff of breaking my neck, to the point of being
completely immobilised, like a deer caught in the headlights
of a car at night. “Better to be yelled at, even called a Cissy”,
was the main thought running through my mind at that
moment. There was no instruction as such, either you could
do it, or else it was the end of that particular exercise for you
that day. The Boys’ Brigade also had a pretty good Silver
Band, with snappy–looking dark uniforms and long trousers.
By contrast the Boy Scouts, which I joined after being in the
Cubs, wore shorts, and I had long skinny legs. In fact I didn’t
wear long trousers until I left high school. Maybe my mother
couldn’t find enough material to make a pair for me.
Our P.T. Teacher was Bill Pretty, an older former Army
Instructor, but with a name like that he had to be tough I
suppose. But what worked in the Army didn’t fit little
teenage squirts like me, and I suspect now that he had never
really studied teaching as such. They were finding it hard to
get qualified teachers no doubt. Still, I did OK in cricket and
in football, because I was one of the few who could kick well
with both feet, and wound up often as outside left or left half,
positions that were otherwise difficult to fill. One class a
week was for ballroom dancing, where we learned basic steps
for the foxtrot, waltz, etc., and got to dance with the girls.
Not always the ones you wanted, naturally, but still, we were
starting to get closer, and in a socially acceptable manner.

The re-dedication provided a good reason for a
largish number of Old Scholars to come together,
certainly more than get to either the informal periodic lunches
or even the annual lunch or dinner. The occasion reminded
me of a reunion!
A reunion, another reunion? Will there ever be another? Can
there be one? Well, we have the venue certainly! The
present Head Teacher, we know, will be most helpful and
accommodating to our requirements should we be in a
position to organise another. But—and this is the crunch
point! As our Chairman has previously advised us via this
Newsletter, the present committee remains essentially as
those who organised those last reunions. It is no larger, but is
rather older and is no longer able to bring to bear the energy it
shared then, although such energy is required. So then, what
to do?
I know that those who arranged things previously are
prepared, perhaps eagerly, to advise out of
their experience, others who might be prepared
to take it upon themselves and arrange and
organise the next such occasion. We would be
pleased to assist the provision of what we
understand so many of you would welcome.
For this to happen there needs to appear those of you who,
now prompted, will take up this idea and run with it through
to this next major getting together. Why not get together with
friends to organise this?
WE NEED YOUR HELP!!! Just get in touch with any
member of the committee
A plea from Derrick Stone

ANNUAL LUNCHEON
Unfortunately, in spite of this year’s Annual Luncheon at the
Bush Hill Park Golf Club being such a success, their prices
for next year have gone up to exceed our budget. We have
therefore been looking for an alternative venue for next year,
sadly without success. As time is now running out we have
decided to replace it by including an extra date, 13th March,
for the get-togethers at The Plough in Crews Hill instead. If
anyone knows of a suitable location that we could consider
for the following year we would certainly look into it to see if
it would be viable.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Wed. 13th Feb.

Our 3rd form class, with RR 3rd from the upper left between
Bedall and Ted Carey, then Ellis, ?, Bill Pretty, and the very
tall guy Bushell. In the front row Pam Humble 3rd from the
left, then Betty Houchen, Brenda Poynton, Doris Page (my
first crush) and Pat Frost.

Committee Meeting. 7.30 p.m.
Cambridge Campus
Wed. 13th Mar. Lunch Get Together. 12 Noon.
The Plough, Crews Hill.
Wed. 15th May
“
“
“
Wed. 3rd July.
“
“
“
Wed. 18th Sept.
“
“
“
Wed. 9th Oct.
“
“
“
A.G.M. 7.30 p.m.
Cambridge Campus.

A very merry Christmas and a happy and prosperous New
Published by the Edmonton County School Old Scholars’ Association.
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